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ABSTRACT

Mainstream platforms’ content moderation systems typically employ generalized “one-size-fits-all” approaches, intended to serve both general and marginalized users. Thus, transgender people must often create their own technologies and moderation systems to meet their specific needs. In our interview study of transgender technology creators (n=115), we found that creators face issues of transphobic abuse and disproportionate content moderation. Trans tech creators address these issues by carefully moderating and vetting their userbases, centering trans contexts in content moderation systems, and employing collective governance and community models. Based on these findings, we argue that trans tech creators’ approaches to moderation offer important insights into how to better design for trans users, and ultimately, marginalized users in the larger platform ecology. We introduce the concept of trans-centered moderation – content moderation that reviews and successfully vets transphobic abuse and disproportionate content moderation. Trans tech creators address these issues by carefully moderating and vetting their userbases, centering trans contexts in content moderation systems, and employing collective governance and community models. Trans-centered moderation can help to improve platform design for trans users while reducing the harm faced by trans people and marginalized users more broadly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Trans people frequently experience challenges when interacting with online platforms and their moderation processes [16, 26, 36]. Often, platforms’ moderation systems and policies result in excluding trans people from the platform. Examples include platforms guidelines related to gender that do not acknowledge trans users [4] and algorithmic moderation tools that inaccurately assess and disproportionately target trans users’ content [4, 26, 45]. Excluding trans people from online platforms via moderation processes exposes them to harms, such as reduced access to community, support, and public speech. This exclusion hinders trans people’s ability to use online platforms as freely as cisgender people or to address their trans-specific needs, such as community building, information seeking, and mutual aid.

Trans tech creators design and build technologies specifically for trans individuals, including online spaces and communities. These trans technologies are tailored to keep trans users safe while enabling them to meet their unique needs [27, 29]. Trans technology design contrasts sharply with mainstream technologies and platforms, which often overlook trans people in their design considerations [4, 27, 29, 38, 40]. Unlike mainstream platforms, trans technologies frequently adopt content moderation systems and approaches that prioritize the safety of trans users, placing explicit focus on addressing their specific concerns. Additionally, talking to people who create trans technologies (rather than technology users) uniquely makes visible the substantial work that moderation requires.

We examine trans tech creators’ design processes and considerations for designing content moderation systems that prioritize...
trans needs, experiences, and identities. We asked: (RQ1) What challenges do trans tech creators encounter with content moderation? (RQ2) How might trans technologies offer possible solutions to these moderation challenges?

To answer these questions, we conducted 104 interviews with 115 trans tech creators about their technologies and design processes. We asked creators to describe how they designed moderation processes and systems that prioritize trans users’ needs, experiences, and identities, along with challenges they encountered while designing and employing those processes. We found that trans tech creators designed their moderation processes with trans users’ experiences on mainstream social media platforms in mind. They addressed these challenges by carefully vetting users, appointing trans moderators, and implementing collective governance and community-driven governance models, aiming to moderate in ways that center trans users’ needs and safety.

We discuss how trans-centered content moderation solutions are more likely to be employed in smaller-scale trans-built communities; yet this puts the onus on trans users and trans tech creators to moderate themselves, since trans-centered content moderation principles cannot be easily deployed on larger mainstream platforms. We argue that trans tech creators’ content moderation design decisions offer important insights on designing better moderation systems that are inclusive of trans people. Further, we argue that mainstream platforms should draw from trans technologies’ smaller-scale trans-centered content moderation implementations to improve their own content moderation systems. Doing so could allow mainstream platforms to more fairly moderate trans users’ content and better protect trans users, and ultimately, marginalized users more broadly. Additionally, smaller-scale trans-built communities are sometimes interconnected across many spaces and platforms, offering a possible solution to the scale problem that context-centered content moderation approaches often encounter [9, 22].

Past work has highlighted trans social media users’ experiences with online content moderation, particularly their exclusion from mainstream platforms’ content moderation systems [26, 36]. We extend this work by contributing an empirical understanding of how trans tech creators design content moderation systems for their own technologies, highlighting how their content moderation design decisions center trans users’ safety on their communities and platforms. We contribute the concept of trans-centered moderation, defined as content moderation systems and approaches designed to:

- review and effectively vet transphobic users and content
- appoint trans moderators to effectively moderate trans contexts
- consider the limitations and constraints of technology for addressing social challenges
- employ collective governance and community models

Trans-centered moderation as an approach deals with the intricacies of trans contexts, but offers insights into how to better consider other marginalized contexts as well – by listening to marginalized technology creators and users to understand what types of systems, policies, and platform governance work best for their communities.

## 2 RELATED WORK

### 2.1 Trans Technologies

Though trans technologies vary greatly in design and purpose, they share similar goals related to helping trans people meet their trans-related needs [27]. Some are designed to help trans people find support and develop community, such as trans-centered Discord servers like Trans Peer Network (an online peer support community for trans people) or discussion forums like Susan’s Place. Many trans technologies are designed to either provide trans-related information resources for trans people (such as the Trans Language Primer, an educational resource for trans-specific vocabulary) or to connect trans people to real-world trans-friendly resources (such as Erin Reed’s Informed Consent Map, a map of trans-friendly medical providers who provide informed consent HRT in the United States). Another common trans technology category connects trans users to trans-related safety information and resources, such as Erin Reed’s Anti-Trans Legislative Risk Map (a map indicating which US states face the highest risk of passing anti-trans legislation) or U-Signal [52], a prototype designed to help trans people of color quickly message contacts if they experience danger in public. Many trans technologies are designed to facilitate trans self-expression based on identities and life experiences; these include art and games such as Validate, a dating sim game that centers queer, trans, and nonbinary people of color’s narratives. Technologies can also sometimes be “trans” even if they were not designed specifically for trans people – for example, Tumblr, a social media platform that was once heavily used by trans users for self-expression, information-seeking, and resource-sharing [25]. However, Tumblr can no longer be considered a trans technology due to its 2018 policy changes banning “female-presenting nipples” and other forms of nudity and sexual content, functionally censoring many trans art and health-related resources [25, 55]. We build on past literature by examining how some trans tech creators design content moderation systems, often by centering trans safety needs and employing collective governance models that may differ from major platforms’ disproportionate removal of trans users’ content.

### 2.2 Content Moderation and Trans Users

Trans people rely on social media to meet some of their trans-specific needs, such as seeking trans healthcare information [1], crowdfunding for gender-affirming healthcare [2, 19], expressing trans identity [16], and finding community [7, 24, 47, 50]. However, past work has found that trans social media users disproportionately experience the incorrect removal of their social media accounts or content, even when they have not violated platforms’ policies [12, 16, 17, 23, 26, 28, 45, 51]. Trans social media users are particularly likely to have content featuring their bodies algorithmically incorrectly flagged as “explicit” and removed [26]. Trans social media users also experience incorrect reporting of their content by other social media users as a form of transphobic harassment, exacerbating disproportionate content removals [31, 44].

Despite the importance of content moderation systems as tools that remove harmful or illegal content, many platforms’ content moderation systems are designed in a way that enables discriminatory moderation practices against trans users [26]. Major platforms like YouTube [43], Instagram [5], and TikTok [12, 16] have faced
criticism for algorithmically suppressing content posted by trans users. Some trans users fight back against this algorithmic suppression; as one example, transfeminine TikTok users often adjust their posting behavior to prevent their trans-related videos from being suppressed by the platform [16]. Disproportionate removals of trans users’ content harms trans users while limiting their ability to use social media for self-expression, activism, information-seeking, or other trans-related needs, ultimately preventing trans people from using social media as freely or safely as cisgender social media users [23, 26, 45]. Our research expands on past work by centering the trans user in content moderation approaches, considering how best to govern our platforms based on what may help reduce harm for trans users.

2.3 Community-Based/User-Driven Moderation

Seering [49] describes “community-based” moderation as a form of user-driven moderation where the majority of content moderation tasks are performed not by employees of the platform, but by platform users themselves. Though most major social media platforms employ a centralized, “top-down” commercial content moderation model [49], platforms like Twitch, Reddit, and Wikipedia instead employ “bottom-up” user-driven moderation [6, 49, 54]. Community-based moderation tasks vary by platform but involve regulating user behaviors, enforcing community guidelines, and removing harmful content [8, 32, 41, 49, 54]. Community-based moderation is typically driven by groups of volunteer moderators who often do not have formal training in content moderation practices, instead drawing their moderation philosophies from past moderation practices in their communities, their own personal experiences, and conversations with other moderators and users [49, 54].

Past literature has explored user-driven content moderation dynamics in online spaces that center marginalized users and communities. Thach et al. [54] explored the “unique user-moderator dynamics” on /r/FTM (a large Reddit support community for transgender men and transmasculine individuals), describing how its moderators seek community input on guideline changes by directly interacting with community members, a strategy that also helps them combat Reddit’s “toxic technoculture” [34] stay safe during waves of sitewide transphobic abuse. Wu and Semaan [57] explored how Reddit’s algorithmic moderation tools often fail to detect “color-blind” and covert racist content, which can obstruct volunteer moderators’ efforts to moderate racist content. Gilbert [21] described how the moderators on /r/AskHistorians (a large history-themed Reddit community) employ an alternative model for proactive, justice-based content moderation, while introducing “intersectional moderation,” a model for content moderation drawing from Black feminist theory that “accounts for the impact of power across multiple levels of domination and areas of resistance to oppression.” Seering [49] suggested that identity-based social media user communities in more centralized moderation environments (such as Black Twitter users organized around #BlackTwitter) could potentially benefit from community-based, user-driven moderation models. However, Seering [49] also noted that community-moderated spaces are not inherently safe for marginalized communities, because user-driven moderation models are also sometimes employed by online extremist and hate-group communities. This paper builds on past work by analyzing what trans communities are currently doing online and how their collective governance and community models can inform content moderation design.

3 METHODS

3.1 Data Collection

We conducted 104 interviews with 115 trans tech designers and creators in 2021 and 2022. Using criterion sampling [35]), or selecting participants who met particular predetermined criteria, we gathered data from creators, designers, and developers of many different types of trans technologies (e.g., apps, social media sites, websites, online communities, etc.). Additional inclusion criteria included speaking and understanding English, and being at least 18 years old. We recruited participants by creating a list of potential trans technologies that drew from several years of observing the trans tech landscape, as well as by systematically searching app stores and search engines for key terms, including “transgender,” “transgender technology,” and “transgender apps.” We continued to expand the list through snowball sampling by asking interviewees to recommend other trans technologies or trans tech creators. Categories of technology in our dataset were as follows: streaming, crowdfunding site, hackathon, online community, podcast, supplies, art, appearance-changing technology, browser plugin, body technology (e.g., prosthetics, biohacking), safety technology, mixed reality, resource site, transition app, archive or database, game, social media, dating app, voice technology, and health resource. We contacted participants via email or social media to invite them to participate; our response rate of completed interviews was 43.7%. We conducted semi-structured interviews via Zoom lasting approximately sixty minutes (mean = 63 minutes, standard deviation = 14 minutes, range = 33-93 minutes). We asked participants about the ideation and creation of their technologies, the design processes and who was involved, challenges they faced, their conceptions of trans technology, and more. With a semi-structured format, interviews focused on topics most salient to participants. Participants were compensated with a $100 gift card or check. This study was reviewed and deemed exempt by our university’s Institutional Review Board.

3.2 Data Analysis

We recorded interview audio and later transcribed them for data analysis; data analysis was conducted alongside data collection. We iteratively adapted our interview protocol based on what we learned through analysis. We began by open coding [11], drawing out major themes such as ways trans people designed content moderation systems for their technologies. Through an iterative coding process, we developed themes that we continued to revisit and refine. In this paper, we focus on codes related to trans technologies and content moderation; as such, we only discuss trans technologies that include some form of content moderation system or tool (whether existing or potential). Following open coding, we then engaged in axial coding to group the codes into larger categories [11]. Our most prevalent themes, transphobic abuse, disproportionately content moderation, careful moderation and vetting, centering
trans contexts in content moderation, and collective governance and community models, are our primary focus areas in this paper.

4 RESULTS

In this results section, we describe trans technology design processes alongside considerations for content moderation processes that prioritize trans safety. Describing themes in interview participants’ responses, we detail how trans tech designers described their thoughts about and experiences with content moderation processes across social media in relation to trans safety. Specifically, we detail 1) challenges trans tech creators encounter with content moderation and 2) how trans technology offers possible solutions to these challenges.

4.1 Challenges trans people encounter with content moderation

Like trans users more broadly, trans tech creators face challenges when interacting with different platforms and technologies’ content moderation processes as related to their trans technologies. Specifically, trans tech creators described themselves and their users experiencing transphobic abuse and facing barriers to expressing their identities online because of rigid technological systems. Detailing these challenges, we show the unique difficulties trans tech creators face from content moderation processes when navigating the Internet and governing their own spaces.

4.1.1 Transphobic abuse. Trans social media users experience high rates of transphobic abuse and harassment on digital platforms [26, 47]. Gwendolyn Ann Smith, a trans technology pioneer, recalled experiencing “substantial amounts of abuse on big platforms [such as] Twitter and Facebook,” stating that trans social media users “don’t see great moderation on those services;” Smith also shared her perception that “Twitter does not always want to deal with users abusing trans people on their service.” Laura Horak, project leader for the Transgender Media Portal, a collaborative online database of trans filmmakers and their works, described potential forms of transphobic trolling and abuse that her team considered during the Portal’s design process:

“There’s so many kinds of trolling... people are very creative when it comes to trolling. So we want to benefit trans people by trying to anticipate that, and by not exposing [trans users] to online harm and abuse. And trying to navigate that has been really hard, or just challenging to think about.

Not only is navigating transphobic abuse complicated, but it also requires constant vigilance. “The time to transphobia is measured in seconds, not days,” said Jaylin Bowers, part of the team behind Trans Family Network, a network dedicated to connecting allies across the country with trans people and their families in need of support. “It’s not even people who are hostile to trans people, it’s anyone who wants to take advantage of a large community. Essentially, we’re a big database full of people who are vulnerable and need things.” Though large online communities are likely to be targeted by trolls, whether transphobic or not, Trans Family Network users are especially vulnerable to transphobic trolling and abuse. An organization like Trans Family Network is powerful in that it brings together many trans people and allies online to facilitate support exchange, but at the same time, it is vulnerable because of its size.

Transphobic abuse can also manifest in more insidious ways, such as when a harmful person infiltrated Trans Peer Network, a Discord trans peer support community. While many trans technologies maintain their own technological platforms, some like Trans Peer Network rely on larger platforms like (in this case) Discord. Trans Peer Network co-creator Laur Berezna recalled, “Two years ago, for Trans Day of Visibility, we had somebody who contacted us and claimed to be an activist specifically in a certain area and was very active, and we were happy to have them on board.” Later, however, “we were told that this person is going by a different identity and is a serial abuser, and somebody who has been defrauding trans organizations for a long time, and has been doing a lot of really nasty shit.” Although this person was eventually removed from the Discord server, Berezna faced substantial blowback from their community for failing to vet this bad actor well enough. Community members lost trust in Trans Peer Network’s moderation team and leadership, and moderators had to deal with this blowback, despite this being a larger issue regarding online transphobia. As this example demonstrates, not only does transphobic abuse happen in obvious ways, it can happen in more concealed ways by intentionally bad actors that are hard to navigate for both community members and moderators.

Rosa Chapperri, a member of the Transverse, a media network, online community, and resource hub for transgender, non-binary, intersex, and gender non-conforming people, also spoke to us about how harassment continued even after banning troll accounts or removing transphobic content. She said, “They [trolls] do like to just create new accounts all the time. So, it’s just a continual loop of them creating new accounts and us banning them.” With all of this in mind, we see how transphobic abuse on different platforms and technologies is a complex and constant problem for trans tech creators and trans online community moderators who are trying to maintain safe environments for their communities. Having to confront, mitigate, and navigate around transphobic abuse to protect trans users is difficult, and larger platforms often offer little substantial help to alleviate these issues.

4.1.2 Disproportionate content moderation. In addition to transphobic online abuse, trans tech creators also must grapple with rigid technological systems that hinder their and their users’ abilities to express themselves, or algorithms and policies that target them disproportionately [26, 54]. “I was in the process of coming out, and... I ended up with one of the AOL ‘sign on for five hours free,’ pre-cassette diskette... I found some other trans people that were on the system and started a relationship,” said Gwendolyn Ann Smith (creator of Transgender Community Forum and the Remembering Our Dead website). “You could find like-minded people... I found that fairly enticing, not only for myself, but if looking at this would interest me, then there’s gotta be other people out there... who are trying to find themselves and who could use this.” She continued to tell us about how AOL at that time did not allow discussion of transness on their service, so she first had to challenge those policies before starting the Transgender Community Forum AOL
online community. "[In the 90s] on AOL, you could get kicked off the service for violations of their terms of service for using the word transsexual... So, we used to have to do a lot of things," says Andrea James, creator of Transgender Map, who was also part of AOL trans online communities in the 1990s. Because they were not able to use the word "transsexual," "we would call chat rooms 'The Gazebo,' because everybody would be able to find that, but it was an unusual enough word that other people wouldn't be using it." Though newer platforms have replaced AOL for trans online communities, this is just one example of how trans users navigate around and resist policies that restrict their access to community and self-expression, and how community organizing around trans online censorship dates back decades. Smith was eventually successful in convincing AOL to change their policy and to allow people to discuss trans issues on the platform [13, 33], but sadly, even with community advocacy, policy change does not always occur.

Trans tech creators continue to face disproportionate content moderation on contemporary social media platforms. For instance, Guerrilla Davis of Arm the Girls, a mutual aid effort in the Bay Area that equips Black and brown trans femmes with self-defense tools, told us about the group’s challenging experience with shadowbanning on Instagram:

“Our account is shadowbanned on Instagram, and we’ve been repeatedly flagged for “inciting violence.” Because a lot of our marketing campaign has weapons, and has guns, even though we’re not necessarily promoting guns or promoting gun usage. We just wanted to start a conversation about what violence and what safety looks like... Because if you go to the Army, or the Coast Guard, or any military Instagram page, everyone has guns, they’re bombin’ people, there’s people in uniform with assault rifles and all these things. But that’s still normalized, and I’m pretty sure that those accounts aren’t shadowbanned.

Davis suspected that Instagram’s algorithm shadowbanned content of trans femmes with guns – content that is explicitly trans, but also contains “adult” or “violent” content. Yet military Instagram pages do not seem to face the same scrutiny. In the case of Arm the Girls, Black and brown trans femmes are arming themselves for self-defense from the violence many trans femmes of color face. By and large sentiments about censorship and shadowbanning.

"It’s social media run by bots; it’s been proven that they are homophobic and transphobic...we’ve had posts that are pulled down," Scout Rose from Transguy Supply, a trans-owned online marketplace dedicated to supporting trans men, trans masculine and non-binary people, said to us. “You can contest it, but... they’re not actually going to put a pair of eyes on it... I mean, we get our posts pulled every now and then.”

"You can contest it, but... they’re not actually going to put a pair of eyes on it.... I mean, we get our posts pulled every now and then. “I’ve been very wary of social media because I’ve been banned multiple times, especially YouTube," said Alex of Transhasthetics, a company making prosthetics for trans men and other gender-diverse individuals, "and then it’s taken me three months to get it [my channel] reinstated because you just can’t talk to an actual human in places like that... you’re just dealing with bots the whole time.” Both Rose and Alex sell packers or various trans prosthetics that often get flagged as “adult,” despite following site guidelines. They also both expressed how infrequently content moderation appeals succeed for trans tech creators, as platforms rarely allow users to interact with human moderators. Instagram has a history of denying shadowbanning and responding by elaborating on how their algorithm works, acknowledging that posts categorized as “inappropriate” would not be featured on Instagram’s Explore page, despite being within community guidelines [20]. Many users still report that shadowbanning happens, and this remains a gray area that requires users to create algorithmic folk theories to describe their experiences [15, 46]. Disproportionate content moderation burdens trans tech creators with additional labor and reduced engagement and sales, and creates added barriers for trans tech creators and the people who use their technologies.

4.2 Solutions trans tech offers for content moderation

In response to the challenges trans tech creators and their technologies’ users encounter with content moderation processes, interviewees discussed their existing and proposed solutions for helping to alleviate these issues. Potential solutions include 1) carefully moderating and vetting users and content, 2) centering trans contexts, and 3) collective governance and community models.

4.2.1 Careful moderation and vetting. The dominant culture of abuse and lack of care for trans users influenced how some trans tech creators designed content moderation systems for their own technologies. Taylor Chiang described the need to design a system that allows moderators on TranZap (an app for trans people to describe their experiences with physicians or to read other users’ reviews) to preemptively manually review submitted comments, with the goal of avoiding publishing transphobic comments on the platform:

“We’re implementing a system in our backend database where users will submit a review, but they are not immediately published. Instead, [the comments] get put in this holding database, and then we manually look at the review, make sure that there are no transphobic comments, or just general spam — things that are not useful to the community.

Similarly, developer Justin Bantuelle said they were “very mindful of the fact that there are some pretty horrible people out there and really restricting the ability for anyone to do anything hateful [with the website] was a big focus.” The technology they developed, the
Gender Infinity Resource Locator, supplies online visitors with a network of providers that offer healthcare, consultation, clinical services, and additional resources focused on gender affirmative care. “I gave them [Gender Infinity Resource Locator moderators] a full administration tool, so that if somebody leaves, if somebody becomes a bad actor, for whatever reason, they can remove their access,” Bantuelle stated. In both Chiang and Bantuelle’s examples, we see how trans tech designers view transphobic abuse as being frequent enough to figure prominently in their content moderation processes.

Beyond carefully vetting content, several trans tech creators also discussed how they designed their technology to mitigate the risk of abusive users joining their services with the intention of harming trans users. Jaylin Bowers spoke to us about the risk of transphobic people joining Trans Family Network to abuse or exploit particularly vulnerable trans users. “We don’t want to allow [abuse] to happen on the platform,” said Bowers. “We don’t want to connect people in need with people who are predatory.” She described the process of manually reviewing potential users and assigning them a “trustworthiness score” before deciding whether to allow them to join Trans Family Network. “We generally vet [potential users] on social media. The reason we include long-form answers to questions and direct questions about our value statement and [users’] past experiences... is [because] you can suss out most disingenuous people through those answers.” Bowers described the process further: “we go through their onboarding questions, their long-form answers, their social media... then we assign [the user] a score based on that. We have some guidelines and guidance for the trustworthiness score that we’re talking about.” In this example, rather than using subjective vetting criteria, Trans Family Network uses a quantitative metric based on how much information incoming users verify to decide if a potential user is safe to let into a space, as a way to protect trans users from harm. Calculating a quantitative “trustworthiness score” may miss some of the complexities necessary for vetting, and shares some elements with algorithmic content moderation as employed by mainstream platforms – which we know are not always particularly inclusive. However, quantitative vetting is an interesting approach worthy of further research to see how it may best support trans-centered moderation.

Rosa Chapperri (from The Transverse) described Aegis, an innovative collaborative vetting system she developed that provides security for many different LGBTQIA+ safe spaces on Discord and content creators on Twitch. Moderators from each community can use Aegis to report anti-trans and anti-queer trolls and other harmful users. Aegis was developed in response to the collapse of a similar system called Pride Shield, “where people shared usernames of trolls and... servers that were involved in Pride Shield would also ban those people from their own servers... One community would send out a warning and everyone else would get it.” Chapperri created Aegis to recreate and improve upon Pride Shield. Elaborating on Aegis’s vetting process, Chapperri said:

So, trolls and their usernames could be shared into a specific room [on Discord], then I programmed bots, which grabs all the information from those accounts that are being reported. I can make it show when their account was created, their username, user picture so people can recognize them, and their ID codes and everything. People can post the reason why they’re banning the certain person. That gets announced to all other Discords that are following. They can ban them either on their Discord or their Twitch accounts, which in the future will probably expand to YouTube accounts, and probably some other things...

As these examples illustrate, trans tech creators use proactive (Trans Family Network) and reactive (Aegis) vetting mechanisms to protect trans users from abuse. Both cases suggest that having human moderators manually review content may offer advantages for content moderation on trans technologies, as automated systems may overlook or misclassify disingenuous responses to a screening survey and harmful actors in an online community [9]. The examples in this section highlight ways to prioritize trans safety when designing content moderation processes.

4.2.2 Centering trans contexts in content moderation. Considering trans safety in designing content moderation processes requires centering transness instead of employing a context-agnostic “one-size-fits-all” approach that many larger social media platforms use [9, 48]. To center marginalized groups when moderating content, Haimson et al. [26] argued that directly involving members of marginalized groups while developing content moderation policy helps consider that group’s context while “reducing content moderation disparities.” Some participants in our study spoke on this and discussed ideas around hiring marginalized groups as moderators.

One participant who wished to remain anonymous, a Product Designer for a queer social and community app, spoke to us about trans vs. cisgender moderators for trans users and content. “We have a community moderator who is also trans and so they’re able to look at specific cases as someone who’s been blocked or reported and come at it from a trans angle too,” they said, “which I think is super useful to not have a cis person looking at these very delicate situations and what is or isn’t appropriate in the trans community.” However, even if a trans moderator may have more knowledge and exposure to trans politics and language, there can still be intra-group conflict. For example, Laura Horak (of the Transgender Media Portal), said, “there’s going to be disagreements between the trans community too, where there’s not necessarily one right answer around language.” Like any other identity group, trans people have similarities to one another, but are not monolithic and have varied interests, beliefs, politics, and additional salient identities. Yet because many trans people face a common set of challenges when using social technologies, trans moderators can understand trans contexts more easily than cisgender moderators can. Thus, a trans-centered content moderation approach would acknowledge the benefits and strengths of enabling trans people to moderate trans content.

Whether a technology employs trans moderators or not, its designers must consider how some technologies can be pervasively anti-trans if they exclude or do not consider trans contexts. For example, some platforms require legal names and do not adequately provide users agency in choosing a preferred name to be displayed instead of a deadname (a name no longer in use). Willow Hayward created Deadname Remover, a Google Chrome extension that removes and replaces deadnames with chosen names, in response to witnessing a trans loved one’s experience using a web browser.
‘He’d click the, ‘Okay. Submit assessment.’ It would be like, ‘Hi, deadname.’ He wasn’t prepared for it... and once it’s happened a few times unexpectedly, suddenly you’re always expecting it, even if it’s not going to come up.’ Tools like Deadname Remover help trans people avoid the stress and discomfort that can arise when signs of their discarded identity pop up unexpectedly in their day to day online lives. Many other similar plug-ins exist, such as Dev (Github username: Derwentx)’s Jailbreak the Binary or Sophie Debs’ Gender Neutralize. Trans-centered moderation involves solutions like these that consider how best to reduce technological harms for trans people.

Trans technologies step in when mainstream technologies fail to fully consider trans contexts. While web browsers can resurface users’ deadnames, trans-centric browser extensions cover them back up. Trans-centered moderation approaches understand, prioritize, and adjust trans contexts to mitigate the harms trans people often face online.

4.2.3 Collective governance and community models. Several trans tech designers expressed a desire to implement more collective or democratic governance structures in their technologies’ content moderation systems instead of emulating the top-down forms of governance found on mainstream social media platforms. By collective governance, we refer to governance systems that involve community members in the governance process as equals to creators, different in that choices are made considering the collective’s views, rather than a handful of volunteer moderators. Manali Desai of Flux, a prototype social media and transition app, expressed that their desire to develop a democratic governance structure for Flux came from “wanting to prevent harm” toward their trans users. Specifically, by avoiding “falling into the pitfalls of other social media [platforms]” that employ more top-down governance models. Top-down governance models often employ content moderation tools that are efficient and can moderate a large user-base, but ignore context and often end up further marginalizing their marginalized users.

For example, as Delilah D’Lune (creator of various trans technologies including games, social media, and an online porn platform) told us, platforms make “governing choices that are often not in the interests of sex workers, leading to a great deal of precariousness.” Because many trans tech creators had experienced mainstream platforms disproportionately moderating trans people and other marginalized groups, it is understandable why many participants in our study advocated for collective governance on smaller bottom-up platforms. Yet trans technologies’ governance models and their designers’ moderation strategies vary, reflecting the differing needs and goals of different types of technologies and their users.

“I’ve been wanting to... build a platform that is collectively governed by its members for a long time,” said D’Lune. “What I wanted to do differently here is, have a truly open collective where literally everyone who is participating in the organization is automatically able to participate in the governance to create proposals, discussing them and voting on them.” She discussed the natural tendency for a majority group to appear in such a collective and how she would implement a representative policy, enabling people from smaller demographics to hold equal say as majority groups. Laur Bereznai of Trans Peer Network, spoke about a similar process, saying, “What is really important for us is... the idea of continuously regenerating and reshaping the community as a space that it supports and empowers its members by limiting hierarchy, hierarchical structures, and centering the margins.” They talked about the team behind Trans Peer Network being more like “plumbers than CEOs,” making “sure things work” and that “if something breaks,” they can fix it; their community is a “garden” that they all tend together. In these examples, collaboration and community are prioritized rather than hierarchies, and power is distributed or renegotiated to intentionally center and uplift the most marginalized.

Community and collective accountability are central to governance conversations. “I think that you need community. I think it’s very easy to end up with situations where you have one person who’s in control of a resource that should be a common resource,” says Hayward (of Deadname Remover), “Community is really important to make sure that no individual can take control of something, that it remains in the hands of those who need it, of those who will use it.” Similarly, Riley Johnson from now-defunct health information resource site RAD Remedy, discussed the site’s governance: “we were collaboratively, collectively operated... in some organizations that have come later, it’s this person’s way and that’s it. We were purposeful about not doing that.” Many trans tech creators valued the contributions of their collaborators, users, and communities, and sought their input in meaningful and substantial ways. Even when trans technologies were not designed in fully collaborative ways, their deployment often stretched across multiple communities, like with Aegis’s vetting system. Collective governance and community-driven models are central to many trans technologies, and may even offer possible solutions to the problem of scale (e.g., Aegis’s system spanning many small communities) when it comes to transphobic abuse and counteracting issues from disproportionate content moderation.

5 DISCUSSION

We described the content moderation challenges trans tech creators face, and some possible solutions trans technology offers to these challenges. Transphobic abuse and disproportionate content moderation may be partially addressed by centering trans contexts in content moderation, and by implementing collective governance. Both approaches help center transness and marginalization when it comes to content moderation decisions; however, these fixes are more likely to happen on a smaller scale (e.g., on trans-built platforms and communities), which does not account for the larger platform ecology. Platforms’ reliance on marginalized communities to moderate themselves requires substantial labor, especially for trans tech creators and their communities. However, larger platforms can learn from these smaller scale implementations to better protect and moderate content for trans communities and marginalized people broadly. Our work extends prior research on trans technologies, content moderation, and community-based approaches by contributing a framework for trans-centered moderation and considering how trans tech creators built and employed moderation systems that better serve trans people. Both
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1) Jailbreak the Binary is a Chrome extension that removes gender from pronouns and other terms. Gender Neutralize is a Chrome extension that turns “unnecessarily gendered words” into gender-neutral terms.
trans-centered moderation and the moderation systems discussed here can speak not only to trans contexts, but marginalized contexts broadly, as we discuss below.

5.1 A framework for trans-centered moderation

Trans-centered moderation values and considers trans contexts when designing and implementing content moderation processes. Trans tech creators, when asked, are often quick to point out online platforms’ faults when it comes to navigating online spaces while trans. To combat this, they often must create their own moderation systems, and perform additional moderation labor that non-trans and non-marginalized tech creators do not have to. These moderation systems are designed specifically for trans experiences online, as they revolve around considering trans contexts alongside moderation decisions, and considering how best to protect both trans tech creators and users.

A framework of trans-centered moderation is exemplified by the work trans tech creators do to best serve their communities. Trans tech creators like Taylor Chiang (of TransZap) and Rosa Chapperrri (of the Transverse and Aegis) showcase how content moderation systems can review and effectively vet transphobic users and content. Whether it is through the manual vetting of content for transphobic language, like with moderators of TransZap, or through a shared reporting system, like with Aegis, both trans technologies consider trans communities’ online safety. The Product Designer for a queer social and community app we interviewed spoke to how trans moderators might speak better to trans contexts than cis moderators, but trans tech creators like Laura Horak (of the Transgender Media Portal) helped us to consider how shared understandings around transness are not monolithic. However, both showcase how appointing trans moderators can help to effectively moderate trans contexts.

Trans tech creators like Willow Hayward (of the Deadname Remover plug-in) spoke to how technologies can be anti-trans in their design. The Deadname Remover is one of many examples of trans technologies that help us to consider the limitations and constraints of technology for addressing social challenges. However, Plug-ins like Hayward’s are band-aid solutions that speak to a broader need to consider trans contexts in design and broader issues of cisnormativity writ large. Others like Delilah D’Lune (of various trans technologies not named here) and Laur Bereznai (of the Trans Peer Network) spoke to the desire for collective governance or community models. D’Lune mentioned collective forms of decision-making and representative policies to help smaller subgroups have equal say compared to majority groups, while Bereznai mentioned a reshaping and reforming of community spaces to limit hierarchies and continually uplift and center the most marginalized. Both D’Lune and Bereznai’s comments helped us to form a better idea of what a truly collective governance model might look like in theory.

Overall then, trans-centered moderation centers trans contexts by taking technologically-enabled transphobia seriously, and supporting trans tech creators and their communities to combat anti-trans actors and sentiments online.

5.2 Suggestions for the larger tech and platform economy

Trans-centered moderation helps not only trans people, but marginalized people more broadly, because it centers marginalized user contexts and can be similarly applied to non-trans marginalized contexts (and marginalized identities that often intersect with transness) by considering how these contexts inform content moderation. Approaches that center trans people, BIPOC people, women, and other marginalized groups may help to improve online spaces by reducing online abuse and providing more contextual moderation.

If viewed uncritically, trans-centered moderation may be seen as a technological-determinist view of technology and platforms; this means giving technology undue power in its ability to fix social ills [14, 18]. Technology cannot single-handedly alleviate issues such as transphobia or marginalization, but designing better technology and better platforms for trans users is one part of the process. Issues of transphobia and marginalization are culturally-ingrained in our society, so they require complex and long-form solutions that technology and platform design are only one part of. We suggest that to start to help trans and marginalized users broadly who interact with mainstream technologies and platforms, designers and policy managers should consider the models and approaches trans tech creators have put forth, as we have described in this paper. Trans tech creators’ content moderation processes, and the tools and governance structures they design to implement them, can better inform mainstream technology’s moderation processes, by taking transphobia seriously and working to counteract it. We detail the four facets of trans-centered moderation and how they might be applied to larger platforms for both trans and broadly marginalized contexts below.

5.2.1 Reviewing and vetting users and content. With concerns around safety for marginalized groups on platforms with “community-driven” [49] or bottom-up moderation approaches [6], it makes sense why trans tech creators in our study had more intensive reviewing and vetting systems than mainstream platforms. Mainstream platforms that employ algorithmic content moderation tools may not be able to apply these revisions to their systems without retraining their algorithms to better catch anti-trans or other bigoted sentiments. Platforms like Reddit and Discord, however, may implement tools to assist smaller communities in using more concerted reviewing and vetting systems. Unfortunately, more intensive vetting processes encumber already unpaid volunteer moderators with additional labor. Platforms could help by providing vetting guidance that draws from updated hate speech detection mechanisms that help identify anti-trans or otherwise harmful bad actors on their platform.

5.2.2 Appointing moderators to better consider identity-based contexts. Echoing concerns above, adding extra labor for unpaid volunteer moderators is not ideal. Platforms then should consider hiring more moderators from marginalized backgrounds to have a larger and more diverse moderator-base to pull from when moderating identity-based issues. To attempt to combat the issue of transferring bias in algorithm training [3], platforms should re-train existing algorithmic tools with the involvement of developers from marginalized backgrounds. Yet as Laura Horak (of the Transgender
While our sample is diverse in terms of gender, we acknowledge working conditions may also be harmful. Within the identity groups they belong to will help platforms better consider identity-based contexts overall. That said, given the often distressing contexts under which content moderators work, placing more trans people and other marginalized people in those working conditions may also be harmful.

5.2.3 Acknowledging technology’s limitations for addressing social issues. Platforms want to appear as neutral spaces for free expression and discussion, but research shows that certain groups are disadvantaged online or disproportionately moderated more than others. While platforms can address this by implementing policy changes and tools recommended by scholars and platform users, platforms cannot single-handedly solve social issues such as racism, sexism, transphobia, or ableism, amongst others. Platforms should listen to their users and consider identity-based contexts rather than employing “one-size-fits-all” solutions. However, platforms must approach these issues with the knowledge that online spaces reify and reiterate structures of oppression and marginalization, rather than free users of them. By keeping this in mind, platforms will be better prepared to help implement changes that can benefit trans people and other marginalized users.

5.2.4 Employing collective governance and community models. While many mainstream platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter/X are run by centralized actors/stakeholders, these platforms can still learn from trans tech creators’ collective governance and community models. Thach argued that there is an existing feedback loop between prevalent streamers on Twitch and Twitch’s administration, where influential users call out the platform and ask their communities to assist in getting the platform to change policies and listen to its users; this feedback loop could be implemented on mainstream platforms by encouraging more user feedback from smaller communities. If a platform promises its users safety and wellbeing and continually works towards improving their spaces, its users can also continually work towards this as well, as both the platform and its users keep each other accountable. There are obvious power differentials between a platform’s designers and policy-makers and the everyday user, but systems can be put in place to give users and their communities more power and more say into how a platform is governed. This balance is tricky but a fruitful space to explore, as too much power in designers and policy-makers’ hands can result in disproportionate moderation, but too little overhead review from platforms can result in abusive and bigoted content and the formation of extremist spaces.

5.3 Limitations and future research

While our sample is diverse in terms of gender, we acknowledge that the vast majority live in the US and speak English. Additionally, more than 75% of participants were white. Especially given that many designers relied on their own experiences to create technologies, this poses an issue for understanding the practices and needs of those who are multiply marginalized, particularly trans people of color. Also, while the study uplifts trans tech creators and their reflections on how their design processes unfolded, it does not account for community members’ or users’ experiences. We encourage future studies to explore trans technologies alongside other axes of identity such as race or disability, and to explore similar questions from user perspectives. Finally, our study was conducted in a largely Western context, so our results may as easily apply to non-Western contexts. However, our findings still speak to the larger online systems that propagate anti-trans sentiments and fail to address trans users’ needs online. Future studies should analyze trans tech creators’ experiences in non-Western contexts and consider how best to design for both trans and generally marginalized audiences globally. Future research could further explore the interconnectedness of many smaller communities through trans governance systems such as Aegis and how this might address the issue of larger-scale implementation in context-centered content moderation approaches. Additionally, future research could consider how trans-centered moderation may be extended to apply to other types of marginalized users, but should consider that trans-specific implementations may not work across the board. Our method of learning directly from trans tech creators may work similarly for technology creators from other marginalized backgrounds.

6 CONCLUSION

Trans people have been at the forefront of various technologies across history; however, as many scholars note, these histories have often been modified or erased, ignoring trans people’s important contributions in designing technologies and online infrastructures. Although trans people and technology design, even when combined, cannot fix society’s ills or mainstream online platforms, trans tech creators offer important insights into how to better design moderation systems to protect trans people. By centering transness and offering a framework of trans-centered moderation, we propose design suggestions for online platforms and communities.

At the heart of these design suggestions is an approach of care towards trans people, whether a platform is explicitly/specifically trans or includes trans users. To reduce harm towards a marginalized group, technology designers must center that marginalized group in their design and moderation processes, considering how previous design and moderation frameworks may have been exclusionary or failed to account for that group’s lived experiences. As the trans tech creators in this study described, online platforms are often rife with transphobia, both from platform users and as programmed into platform infrastructures. Transphobic abuse and disproportionate content moderation underscore online experiences for trans people, and trans tech creators show us ways trans communities are already trying to account for these issues and actively work against them. We draw from their approaches to governing their own communities to contribute the concept of trans-centered moderation, which can help start to address transphobia online and also provide an example for how to listen to marginalized groups and make changes in response to their needs.
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